CASE STUDY

Exostosis of the Internal Auditory Canal: 10-Year Follow-Up

Exostosis del conducto auditivo interno: 10 años de seguimiento
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Case Report

A 45-year-old female patient was attended with a right pulsatile tinnitus that had appeared two years ago. The tinnitus gets better when the patient turns the head/neck to the right or perform a hand compression of the neck in the right carotid. The tinnitus follows the cardiac rhythm and gets worse when she practices exercises.

There was no other symptoms, such as hypoacusis, dizziness, or pain, and the patient had no previous medical history. Physical examination had no abnormalities.

Audiogram showed a normal response with normal pure tones scores, speech recognition in 10 dB in both sides and good sound discrimination (96% of correct answer at 50 dB). Normal tympanometry on both sides (type A).

The temporal and skull base CT (02/06/2002) showed a bone lesion in the left IAC, narrowing the canal, as the MRI (28/06/2001) that appointed out the same lesion. There is also a finding in the MRI of an empty sella (Fig. 1).

The cervical Doppler of carotid and vertebral vessels (01/09/2000) was normal.

After 10 years of follow-up, the patient had total resolution of the tinnitus. She only complained of a mild headache in the right temporal area, that occurs occasionally and gets better with analgesics.

The audiogram showed no alterations in relation to the previous exam, maintaining a normal tympanometry (type A bilateral). The auditory brainstem response was normal in terms of latency intervals and latency values and she had normal vestibular function in the electronystagmography exam.

A new CT and MRI showed no considerable growth of the exostoses and no radiological changes in the lesion of IAC was found (Fig. 2).

Discussion

Exostoses are benign lesions frequent in external auditory canal and head and neck region but very rare in the internal auditory canal (IAC). 1-2 There are not many cases described in the literature, Pubmed presents only 14 manuscripts. 3

The clinical presentation of internal auditory canal exostoses varies, most cases are asymptomatic, but in some cases they can cause tinnitus, vertigo, hearing loss and even brainstem compression, mimicking symptoms of vestibular schwannomas. 4 The diagnosis can be suggested by an internal auditory canal narrowing in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), but is confirmed by high resolution computed...
Figure 1  CT and MRI of 2002.

Figure 2  CT and MRI of 2012.
tomography (CT) scan which demonstrate smooth-bordered broad-based lesions.

Microscopically, exostoses show parallel concentric layers of subperiosteal bone, no fibrovascular channels and abundant osteocytes. Osteomas, on the other hand, are pedunculated lesions, have minimal osteocytes and contain fibrovascular channels surrounded by lamellar bone.¹

The differential diagnosis of lesions in the internal auditory canal include congenital malformation, extensive otosclerosis, cranial hyperostosis, fibrous dysplasia, osteopetrosis, Paget’s disease and neoplastic bony tumours, such as exostoses and osteomas.⁶⁶ Sometimes it is difficult to properly differentiate between these last two, since they have similar clinical presentation and tissue biopsy of the internal auditory canal is an invasive procedure. The diagnosis is made by the different characteristics on the CT: exostoses appear as broad based bony growth, with a smooth border, and osteomas are usually dense bone pedunculated solitary lesions, with radiologic evidence of bone marrow.¹³

For patients with severe symptoms, current literature supports surgery to remove local nerve compression. Davis et al.⁵ analyzed 12 patients with symptomatic IAC osteomas from the literature, of which 8 underwent surgical removal. Complete cure of all symptoms was observed in only 3 of these patients, but they all noted some improvement. The result was better in patients with tinnitus and vestibular dysfunctions, and patients with hearing loss did not have a very good outcome. This may due to continuous compensation by the contralateral labyrinth in the first cases.⁵

Asymptomatic patients should be followed-up with regular CT scans and audiological and vestibular tests.¹ Our patient had only tinnitus on the right side and the exostoses is on the left IAC, thus not responsible for her symptoms. We present a long term follow-up of 10 years and the patient remained with no audiovestibular symptoms due to the exostoses, and no radiological changes in the lesion. These findings show the very slow growth rate of exostoses, supporting that patients with no or mild symptoms will probably maintain like that and will not need surgery.
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